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Aims to take users through the basic structures needed for communication and become familiar
with the basic words and grammar. This book employs a method which comprises two phases -
passive phase, in which users repeat what they hear and read, and active phase, in which users
create sentences and imagine themselves in everyday situations.

“A really great package for those who do not have the time to sit in a classroom, or the money to
spend on two years in a foreign country.”–Juergen Kempff, Ph.D., Curriculum Director, University
of California-Irvine“Authentic…enlightening and useful…I like the fact that the business section
was closely related to the dialogue…makes the learning process more fun and realistic.”–Marisa
Castro Cid, World Trade Institute Language CenterFrom the Inside Flap<i>Available September
2003<br><br></i>Created for the serious language-learner, our deluxe <b>Ultimate Italian
Advanced</b> course has been revised and updated. It teaches a sophisticated level of
conversation and grammar and is equivalent to two years of college study. Free additional
exercises are now available on line!<br><br>Perfect for the businessperson and anyone
traveling or living abroad, <b>Ultimate Italian Advanced</b> course contains a 400+ page book
with eight 60-minute CDs covering 20 lessons. Each lesson includes lively, up-to-date dialogues,
vocabulary, exercises, culture notes, and detailed explanations of grammar and
usage.<br><br>KEY FEATURES:<br>• Ideal for anyone planning to live or conduct business
abroad<br>• Includes extensive business vocabulary and details of <br>business
etiquette<br>• Free extra practice on line with more than 100 additional practice sections<br>•
Updated with new vocabulary and information about culture and everyday life; and now include
references to the euro<br>• Now available on CD for ease in moving between lessons–perfect
for use in the car, at the gym, or anywhere you pleaseFrom the Back Cover“A really great
package for those who do not have the time to sit in a classroom, or the money to spend on two
years in a foreign country.”–Juergen Kempff, Ph.D., Curriculum Director, University of California-
Irvine“Authentic…enlightening and useful…I like the fact that the business section was closely
related to the dialogue…makes the learning process more fun and realistic.”–Marisa Castro Cid,
World Trade Institute Language CenterRead more
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Fifi, “Foreign Language Programs. I purchased the Assimil Japanese with Ease program for my
daughter for a Christmas gift. She was very excited with it as her sister now speaks fluent French
after having used the Assimil French program. It is a good program and easy to use. The key is
to use it at least 3 times a week if possible ( every day is optimal ). My daughter already has
basic Japanese skills learned in High School and she also suggests listening to movies in
Japanese with NO subtitles. She is ripping it to her mp3 player so she can study between
classes at college.”

Colin, “Wonderful Start. Assimil's "Japanese With Ease" is a wonderful book for anyone serious
about learning Japanese. You don't have to be able to read Japanese, but if you can or are
learning to, it has Japanese text accompanied with the romaji. The book is always interesting
and gives helpful side notes. The CD is good too, but it probably won't be needed for many
lessons as Japanese pronunciation becomes easy very quickly. I recommend this book to
anyone wanting to start their learning of Japanese on the right foot.”

Marsdoggy, “Best language learning method!!. This is by far the best language program ever!
The way the lessons are designed is the best method I've ever come across for learning a new
language. The lessons are not too long, interesting content, and the sound/voice quality is very
clear. I bought this to try and learn a language I'm completely not familiar with. It turned out
Japanese is easier to learn than I thought, and all credits go to the Assimil method.”

The Reader, “Good. ***Note this is only the passive phase and you will have to eventually buy
v.2 which is the active phase. Other Assimil courses include both passive and active in one
buy.However, it is an interesting method focussing on slowly understanding the language
without too much explanation of grammar. I think it is something in which you have to trust the
method and see how far it takes you.The good thing is that the CD is all Japanese and there is a
whole lot of speech. I can see that this will be very helpful in the long run as you can follow the
recordings in the book in japanese and english”

Antonio Godoy, “Muy buena compra. Fue el mejor precio que encontré para este libro y el
servicio de entrega fue excelente. El libro venía bien protegido y llegó en muy buen estado.”

The book by Sylvia Lymbery has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 26 people have provided feedback.
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